All Otto Hutt writing instruments are made entirely
in Germany and combine meticulous craftsmanship with fine detail. The result is a range of highquality utensils which can proudly bear the seal
"Made in Germany". Every single component of
each Otto Hutt writing instrument is perfect in its
functionality, long-lasting in use and crafted from
sustainable materials. In a sector dominated by
mass produced items, they represent something
truly special. Otto Hutt fountain pens are equipped
with an Otto Hutt nib engraved with a unique brand
logo. The company's own nib is a special indicator
of quality; it is the heart of every fountain pen and
makes each Otto Hutt fountain pen a delight to
write with.

Quality
made in Germany

Who was Otto Hutt?

Ever since the 18th century, jewelry, watches and
articles of daily use, mainly in gold and silver, have
been produced in Pforzheim, known locally as the
gateway to the Black Forest, both in small manufacturing companies and also on an industrial
scale. The city has rightly been awarded the accolade "Gold City". Today about 80% of all jewelry
exported from Germany still comes from Pforzheim. And this is where in 1920 a man established
a company specializing in pocket utensils and fine
writing instruments in silver. His name was Otto
Hutt. Very much a child of his times, he was influenced by the design concept of the Bauhaus. The
predominance of simple forms given over entirely
to functionality were characteristic of his designs.

Pforzheim manufacture 1930. Photo: Notton

All Otto Hutt writing instruments bear a serial
number. A six-digit number is engraved into the
cap of each item and recorded on the accompanying
instructions for use. This enables every proud
owner of an Otto Hutt writing instrument to unmistakably identify their own writing instrument.

STERLING SILVER
Made in Germany

Each writing instrument a unique item

Design 01 is the purist among Otto Hutt writing
instruments. Its unobtrusive contours are limited

Unobtrusive contours,
discreet quality

to the essential. Only the cap tube is available on
request with a pinstripe or barleycorn guilloche.
The four shades in the series have been selected
for their classical and timeless appearance. Upon
second glance, the noble materials and immaculate workmanship reveal that Design 01 really is
something special.

Design 01 writing instruments
are available in four colours:
black, blue, red and green.
They are available as fountain
pen, rollerball, ballpoint pen
and pencil.

The caps are worked in 925 sterling silver and are available in
three surface types: smooth, pinstripe and barleycorn guilloche
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The barrel of Design 01 is made of brass and receives four high quality
coatings. In addition, the surfaces are polished.
There are four colours available: black, blue, red and green.
The caps are worked in 925 sterling silver and are available in three surface
types: smooth, pinstripe and barleycorn guilloche.
The nibs are available in the sizes F, M and B
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Design 02 unites classical styling and traditional
craftsmanship. The quality of the material can

Classical design with
the charm of timeless
elegance

be felt in the weight of the silver used to make the
barrels and caps. The four writing systems of
Design 02 are each available in the surface variants
smooth, pinstripe and honeycomb guilloche, whereby the impressive design of the honeycomb
guilloche in particular lends Design 02 an added
element of exclusivity. For lovers of a little more
extravagance, the smooth bicolor version offers
that little extra.

Design 02 silver writing instruments are available in
three surface types: honeycomb guilloche, pinstripe
guilloche and smooth
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Design 02 is available as fountain pen, rollerball, ballpoint pen and pencil.
The nibs are available in the sizes F, M and B.
For the bicolor version a matching bicolor nib is available.
Design 02 is available in smooth surface, pinstripe and honeycomb guilloche.
In addition, Design 02 writing instruments are also available in bicolor versions
with a smooth surface.
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The Design 03 writing system does full justice to
Otto Hutt’s product philosophy. The cap of the

The aesthetic appeal
of geometrical shapes

Design 03 Monogram series has a look based on a
typographic variant. A sophisticated laser engraving
process is used to create a unique pattern on the
surface by systematically repeating the Otto Hutt
name. All caps of Design 03 Rectangles are, as the

The caps of Design 03 in
sterling silver are available
in two versions: monogram
and rectangular.

name indicates, decorated with a systematically
geometric arrangement of rectangles of various
sizes. The result is a surface design with a classic
look.

We offer barrels in four different color variations: silver, dark brown, golden and light blue.
Design 03 is available as fountain pen, rollerball, ballpoint pen and pencil.
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Entwurf

04
With Design 04, Otto Hutt takes the next step
toward becoming a truly premium brand. All these

Sheer elegance and
technical sophistication

writing instruments remain true in every detail to
the brand’s own principles: best workmanship,
absolute functionality, long life and sustainability
in terms of the materials used. The classical design
of this new line is uncompromisingly dedicated to
its purpose, without unnecessary frills or ornamental trappings. These items are compact in their
dimensions and ideally balanced for perfect handling.

Mechanical clip unit;
crafted to perfection.

Brand logo laser etched into
the top of the cap

STERLING SILVER
Made in Germany
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Pinstripe guilloche
Barrels: Sterling silver,
pinstripe guilloche, double cut.
Barrel ends and clip: platinumplated brass. Special feature:
mechanical spring-loaded clip
unit

Princess Cut
Barrels: Sterling silver, 5.8 m
guilloche. Clip and barrel ends
in platinum-plated brass.
Special feature: mechanical
spring-loaded clip unit

Black, platinum floral
Barrels: colored lacquer with
laser etched floral design.
Platinum electroplating,
polishing lacquer, ground and
polished. Cap tubes of fountain
pen and rollerball in Sterling
silver

Creme, ruthenium floral
Barrels: colored lacquer, laser
etched floral design. Ruthenium
electroplating, polishing lacquer,
ground and polished. Cap tubes
of fountain pen and rollerball in
Sterling silver
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Black unicolor
Barrels: colored lacquer,
polishing lacquer, ground
and repeatedly polished.
Cap tubes of fountain pen
and rollerball in Sterling
silver

Creme unicolor
Barrels: colored lacquer,
polishing lacquer, ground
and repeatedly polished.
Cap tubes of fountain pen
and rollerball in Sterling
silver

Black, square guilloche
Barrels: square guilloche,
colored lacquer and highquality matt lacquer.
Cap tubes of fountain pen and
rollerball in Sterling silver

Creme, square guilloche
Barrels: square guilloche,
colored lacquer and highquality matt lacquer. Cap
tubes of fountain pen and
rollerball in Sterling silver
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Wave blue, black, white
Color lacquer, 3-dimensional lines,
which vary in depth, Palladium plating,
various layers of lacquer, high polishing.
All Otto Hutt designs are available as
fountain pen, rollerball, ballpoint pen
and pencil.
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Code
High polished surface, black lacquer is
treated with laser technique which gives a
graphic pattern, covering with several layers
of lacquer, high polished.

Sand
Fine satinated, palladium treatment,
sand color lacquering, fine matt lacquering,
which gives a pleasant sensation.
A special treatment gives this color an
elegant refulgence.
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The Design 05 from Otto Hutt is a compact, fullyfledged pocket fountain pen or ballpoint pen for

Compact with
double function

daily use. On request, these writing instruments
are also available with a replaceable "touch tip" for
entering text into smart phones or tablet computers. This lends an added variation to the functionality of this writing instrument. The Design 05
from Otto Hutt can be supplied with different surface finishes. Each pen is immaculately crafted
from high-quality materials and made entirely in
Germany. This is the only way to

The high-quality gift box for the
Design 05 contains a leather
case, two replacement touch
tips, a cartridge box with ten
cartridges or ballpoint refill
and a twelve-page instruction
booklet.

guarantee perfection in its mechanical clip made by an involved
manufacturing process and the superb quality of its ink-flow system.
As is customary with Otto Hutt
writing instruments, every single
utensil in the Design 05 line is individually numbered on the cap.
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Design 05 Ruthenium
Barrel in solid brass, ruthenium
plated, satinized, with an easyto-grip surface.

Design 05 Platinum
Barrel in solid brass, platinum
plated, satinized, with an easyto-grip surface.
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Design 05 black, blue, green, yellow
Barrels: square guilloche,
colored lacquer
and high-quality matt lacquer.
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Uncompromising
Quality

Otto Hutt writing instruments stand for immaculate
craftsmanship, the best workmanship in every detail.

Pforzheim 1939, House of Industry (Industriehaus) at Leopoldsplatz, home of the Product Exhibition
of Pforzheim (Jewelry) Companies. Photo: Schmid

Otto Hutt writing instruments
are available from your dealer

www.ottohutt.de

